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	So you are a computer science (CS) major and you are sitting down to see what this book is about. It has been assigned, the course is required, you have no choice. Still you chose your institution, your major. Maybe your instructor made a good choice. Let's hope so.


	Okay, you are not a computer science major, perhaps not even a student, but you have picked up this book. Maybe the title intrigued you. Will you be able to read it, to learn from it? We think so. We will try to interest you too. Or you are teaching a course that might use this book, maybe in discrete math, maybe including logics or formal language or both. If you want your CS students to see the applicability of mathematical reasoning to their own field or your math students to see the usefulness of their field outside itself, it is your students whom we have in mind.


	If you are a CS major, you have already noticed that this course is different from the others you have taken so far. It is not an introduction to computing, programming, problem solving, or data structures. No, this book is about something called models-models of language and knowledge. It is also about formal methods.


	You know something about models if you have built or seen a model airplane. In Kitty Hawk, North Carolina, you can see the wind tunnel that the Wright brothers built to test the lift capabilities of various wing shapes. A model can help us simplify and think more clearly about a complex problem (powered flight) by selecting a part (the wing) and focusing on some aspect of it (its aerodynamics). The other, temporarily ignored parts and aspects must ultimately be addressed, of course, if the original problem is to be solved.


	The models in this book are simplifications too, but not of material objects like airplanes. For computer scientists, the objects of study lie mainly in the world of symbols. In this book, it is computer software, and especially the programming languages in which that software is written, from which we draw our models and to which we apply them.
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Practical Business Intelligence with SQL Server 2005Addison Wesley, 2006
Design, Build, and Manage High-Value BI Solutions with SQL Server 2005

 

In this book, two of Microsoft’s leading consultants illustrate how to use SQL Server 2005 Business Intelligence (BI) technologies to solve real-world problems in...
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Learning Quartz Composer: A Hands-On Guide to Creating Motion Graphics with Quartz ComposerAddison Wesley, 2012

	 


	Welcome to Learning Quartz Composer! We guarantee this will be the most fun geek book you have read, and by the end your digital world will be a better-looking place. Whether you dream of live visuals, interactive installations, Cocoa apps, dashboard widgets, or extra awesomeness for your film and motion...
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A Comprehensive Introduction to Object-Oriented Programming with JavaMcGraw-Hill, 2007

	This book is an in-depth introduction to object-oriented programming using
	the Java programming language. In addition to covering traditional topics for a CS1
	course, some of the more advanced topics such as recursion and linked lists are included
	to provide a comprehensive coverage of beginning to intermediate-level materials.
	There...
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Moving the Eye Through 2-D Design: A Visual PrimerIntellect, 2010

	An overview of the visual arts fundamentals, Moving the Eye Through 2-D Design provides a step-by-step approach to understanding what causes us to look at a painting, photograph, or any two-dimensional media and what is needed to maintain visual interest. This volume introduces a goal-oriented method that applies aspects of line,...
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Distributed Programming with RubyAddison Wesley, 2009

	 “A must have title for the well-rounded Ruby programmer building advanced Rails applications and large systems!”


	OBIE FERNANDEZ, Series Editor


	 


	Complete, Hands-On Guide to Building Advanced Distributed Applications...
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Advances in Teaching Sign Language Interpreters (The Interpreter Education Series, Vol. 2)Gallaudet University Press, 2005
Picking up where Innovative Practices in Teaching Sign Language Interpreters left off, this new collection presents the best new interpreter teaching techniques proven in action by the eminent contributors assembled here.  In the first chapter, Dennis Cokely discusses revising curricula in the new century based upon experiences at...
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